
Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation 
Division of Water Supply Protection, Office of Watershed Management 

Forest Management Project Summary 
 

Project Title: 
DWSP Harvest Permit Number:  S14NQ 
DWSP Proposal ID: PR-19-4-S 
DCR Forest Cutting Plan File Number: 204-28887-20 

 
Site Information 

Watershed: Quabbin Town(s): New Salem 
Acres:  35 Nearest Road: Cooleyville 
Natural Heritage Atlas overlap?: Yes Public Drinking Water Supply Watershed?: Yes 
Forest Types: Mixed Oak ACEC?: No 
Soils: Stony till with varying levels of sandy loam 
Wetland Resources: None 
Vernal Pools: 0 

 
Harvest Information 

Harvest Start Date: 9/14/2020 Harvest End Date: 12/15/2022 
Number of Wetland Crossings: 0 Number of Stream Crossings:  0 

 
Best Management Practices Applied 

Stream Crossings  0 

Filter Strips    0 
Wetland Crossings 0 

Harvesting in Wetlands 0 
 

DWSP Forester supervising this harvest 
Name: Derek Beard 
Forester License #: 14 
Phone #:  
Email: derek.beard@mass.gov 

 

  



NARRATIVE 

General Description/Forest Composition/History: 
Located on the east side of Cooleyville Rd (aka Gate 17 Rd) one would travel approximately 7 miles 
south on the 17 road (from gate) to intersection 17-12.  Then hike about 1500 feet northeasterly to reach 
the project area.  Specifically, it is bounded by Gibbs Brook to the north, a filter strip along the reservoir 
and seeps to the east, line of mortality to the south and an intermittent brook to the east. 

The project is home to dense high canopy sawtimber red oak, white oak and black oak that has died 
(2018).  The main associates are black birch, white ash, hickory and sugar maple.  Due to the heavily 
shaded condition young forest is sparse. The most common are black birch, white ash, hickory and sugar 
maple.  Hay scented fern dominates the ground layer.  Portions of the upper slope are home to 
huckleberry, an indicator of drier soil types/conditions. 

The project area was dedicated to small scale farming, mainly livestock grazing (rocky soils), prior to 
state ownership.  

Site Selection: 

The primary goal of the watershed forest management program is to create and maintain a forest that 
provides high quality drinking water to current and future users.  In order to achieve this, DWSP has 
determined that the forest should contain a diversity of species in various stages of development 
(seedlings through large legacy trees).  In addition, the forest should be vigorous; actively growing and 
regenerating.  Forest in this condition is ideally suited to be resilient to and quickly recover from small to 
large scale disturbances such as disease, insect infestation, ice storms and hurricanes. 

Silvicultural Objectives: 
The main goal of the project is to salvage the oak that succumbed to consecutive years of intense gypsy 
moth caterpillar defoliation.  Specifically, the project follows the pattern of mortality; such that there are 
uncut pockets due to the oak being alive and healthy or a change in species composition such as white 
pine or black birch (unaffected by gypsy moth).  Furthermore, in areas of heavy mortality, oaks have been 
retained because they are healthy or have high wildlife value (cavity nesting/denning).  In salvaging this 
resource, the stage will be set for a new forest to develop; with the hope it will be diverse/resilient enough 
to ward off the myriad issues affecting it today and in the future.  

Cultural Resources: 

Located far from any road, there were no cultural resources located within the project.  There are several 
stone walls to the south along the project periphery.  

Rare or Endangered Species: 
Overlapping a habitat bubble, the project was reviewed by the MA Natural Heritage and Endanger 
Species program who determined the harvest would not negatively impact the specie(s) within the bubble. 

 

 

 



FIGURES 
Figure 1. Forest Cutting Plan  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 1a: Forest Cutting Plan pg. 1. 

 

 

 



 
Figure 1b: Forest Cutting Plan pg. 2.  

 
 
 
 



Figure 1c: Forest Cutting Plan pg 3. 

 
 
 
 



Figure 1d: Forest Cutting Plan pg. 4. 

 
 

 
  



Figure 1e: Forest Cutting Plan pg. 5.  

 
 
  
 



Figure 1f: Forest Cutting Plan pg. 6 

 
 
 
 



Figure 1g: Forest Cutting Plan pg. 7 

 
 
 
 



Figure 1h: Forest Cutting Plan pg. 8 

 
 


